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Abstract
This project is to build a statistical model to predict who will win 2017 NBA Most Valuable Player
(MVP) Award. The player statistics have been standardized to the Z scale in each player statistics
category in order to remove any mean and standard deviation effect. The “MVP Index” has been derived
from combining each player’s Z statistics as a "Uniform" model. To evaluate the model accuracy, team
has derived another “Accuracy Index” of predicting the top five MVP players recognized annually. The
first “Uniform” model can predict the top five winners at 47% accuracy. Team has further derived the
"Weighted" model by adding the weight factor. The “Weighted” model has further improved the
Accuracy Index from 47% to 52%. Authors have added the "Team Winning" factor. Power
transformation will improve the model accuracy but which may also create any over-fit concern when
power level is getting higher. Based on the Power Model, team can improve the Accuracy Index to 70%
at Power=3. Authors also used Data Mining Discriminant analysis to rank players into clusters. The
Discriminant model accuracy is only 55%. Team will use the Power=3 model to predict 2017 MVP at the
season end.
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1. Introduction
Sports are big part of our daily life. Every major city has their professional teams and local fans are very supportive
to their local professional players as their heroes or role models. National Basketball Associate (NBA) is the largest
basketball organization. Each year, in addition to the Regular Season Winner, NBA league would also announce the
Regular Season Awards. Most Valuable Player (MVP) award is the most recognized award. In the past, some MVP
winners like Michael Jordan were very obvious and consensus winners without any doubt. Though, some MVP
winners were questionable. This paper would try to formulate what could be the most deciding factors to formulate
the MVP ranking based on their individual season performance and their team performance.
In major professional sports, the coach and team management are looking for ways to win more games in order to attract more fans
to support their business. Sports statistical modeling analytics1, 2 is becoming a critical approach to uncover the
winning patterns hidden in sports data collected during each game played. The objective of this paper is to build a
statistical model based on the past NBA MVP Winners and their individual and team season performance in order to
predict the NBA 2016-2017 Regular Season Most Valuable Player (MVP) in which official result will be released in
June 2017.
There are several research talks presented in MIT Sloan Sports Analytics Conference3-5. These papers have used
intensive Analytics to uncover players’ playing patterns and help coach develop each player in order to create and
maximize each player’s values to their specific team. Our paper will provide the predictive methodology to be
applied in the end of the regular season (April 2017). In below Figure 16, one Sports Analytics company has
predicted the 2016-2017 MVP Award Odds in the early season. Our paper would build a predictive model to predict
who will win the 2016-2017 MVP Award.
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Figure 1. MVP Award Odd

2. Data Collection, MVP Index and Model Accuracy Index
To start this project, author has laid out three subsections: (1) Data Collection, (2) Derive MVP Index to judge
player performance, and (3) Derive Model Accuracy Index to assess model performance.
2.1 Data Collection
In order to predict the 2016-2017 season MVP, author has collected three raw data of the 2015-2016 season from the
public Sports domain: (1) NBA player statistics in 2015-2016 season7 as shown in Figure 2, (2) NBA team win% in
2015-2016 season record8 as shown in Figure 3, and (3) historical MVP winners9 as shown in Figure 4. Author has
used these three data sets to derive the MVP Index and Predictive Model to predict 2016-2017 Season MVP
winners. Figure 2 has shown the top 50 players statistics available in the website. Author has assumed the MVP
winner should be included in the top 50 player statistics, and this assumption has been verified on the MVP winners
in the past 15 seasons. Therefore, it’s reliable to exclude the other MVP candidates if not listed in the top 50 players
based on player statistics.

Figure 2. Top 50 Player Statistics in 2015-2016 Season.

Figure 3 has sown the NBA Team regular season record in 2015-2016. Author in this paper will use the W/L%
column data to study whether the team record will influence the voting of selecting MVP winner. Basketball sport
is a team sport. Therefore, the team performance should be equivalently important as individual player contribution
when selecting the MVP winner who has created the most values and contribution to team performance.
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Figure 3. Team Winning% in 2015-2016 Season
Figure 4 has shown the NBA most valuable player award for top 5 candidates. Our predictive model will not just
predict the winner but also the other winners in top the 5 list. In some year, the top winner may be obvious. It may
be even more difficult to predict the other winners in the top 5 list.

Figure 4. NBA MVP Award Winner.
2.2 Derive MVP Index
Before building the proto model, the player statistics have been standardized to the Z scale in each player statistics
category in order to remove any mean and standard deviation bias effect. This Z transformation can eliminate any
statistics bias or domination from any particular player statistics category. The Z scale will also analyze each
player’s performance as compared to the other top 50 NBA players in the same regular season. The “MVP Index”
has been derived from summing each player’s Z statistics as shown in Figure 5 and extended to the past 2003-2016
seasons. The higher MVP index means a higher chance to win the MVP Award. Though, can the MVP Index
formula sufficiently predict the MVP winner in the same season?
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Figure 5. Z Transformation and MVP Index

2.3 Derive Model Accuracy Index
To evaluate the MVP index model accuracy, author has also derived another “Model Accuracy Index” of predicting
the top five MVP players (shown in Figure 4) recognized annually. MVP index of each top player was sorted and
then mapped to the actual top 5 MVP winners in that particular season. Model accuracy will be determined on how
the MVP Index ranking matches the actual MVP winners in the same regular season (2003-2016). Accuracy Index
is a percentage of the mapping result. The model accuracy is an accumulated index which include the Accuracy-X
(x= 1 to 5). For example, accuracy-3 index is how accurately the model can match the actual winners in the top 3
spots. The Accuracy Index will be the average of the five sub accuracy-x (1-5).

3. Build Statistical Modeling Algorithms
Based on the derived MVP index and Model Accuracy index defined in section 2, author has further derived and
compared four statistical models: (1) Uniform Model, (2) Weighted Model, (3) Power Model, and (4) Discriminant
Clustering Model. These models are compared in order to find the optimum model which can match the previous
2003-2016 seasons’ MVP winners and also to predict the coming 2016-2017 season MVP winners.

3.1 Uniform Model
In the Uniform model, the “MVP Index” has been derived from combining each player’s Z statistics evenly with
equal weight as shown in Figure 6. The accuracy-x index will get higher from Accuracy-1 to Accuracy-5. The
Uniform model can predict the top winners in 2003-2016 seasons about 38%, and top two winners about 38%. The
accuracy is getting much higher and about 58% for predicting the accumulated Accuracy-5. Overall, the “Uniform”
model can predict the MVP winners at 47% accuracy. Author won’t be satisfied with the 47% accuracy based on
the Uniform Model. Uniform model is a very simple proto model to demonstrate and define the MVP Index, and
Accuracy Index. Though, this Uniform Model did not consider which player statistics categories are more critical to
judge MVPs’ values or contributions.
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Figure 6. Model Accuracy: Uniform model vs. Weighted model.

3.2 Weighted Model
In order to overcome the drawback of the Uniform Model, the "Weighted" model has added the Statistics Weight
factor. The weight factor would reflect which player Z scale statistics categories are more critically contributed to
the MVP Award selection process. To determine the weight factor level, the descriptive dispersion “Median”
statistics between the top 5 MVP winners and the remaining players not in top 5 were calculated for each Z scale
statistics. Author used Median instead of mean in order to prevent the outlier and skewness impact on defining the
weight formula. The weight factor coefficients are determined by the delta of two medians (from top 5 players, nontop five players) to differentiate which Player Z statistics are more critical to select the MVP winners. Also, author
has used these weight coefficients to screen out the less significant player Z statistics categories. These weight
coefficients have been implemented to the previous Uniform Model and which become the new Weighted Model
and the Weighted MVP Index. The weighted MVP index formula is shown below:
Weighted MVP Index = 1.03*'GP-N'+0.73*'Min-N'+1.71*'FG%-N'+0.61*'3pt%-N'+0.67*'FT%-N'+1.17*'RBN'+1.66*'AST-N'+1.5*'STL-N'+1.16*'BLK-N'+2.7*'PPG-N'+0.89*'RB/MIN-N'+1.3*'AST/MIN-N'+0.96*'A/TN'+3.13*'PPG/MIN-N'
The top four weighted items are: (1) Point per Minute (PPG/MIN-N), (2) Point per Game (PPG-N), (3) Field Goal %
(FG%-N), (4) Assist (AST-N), and (5) Rebound (RB-N). The “Weighted” model has slightly improved the
Accuracy Index from 47% to 52% shown in Figure 6 above. Both the Uniform Model and the Weighted Model are
assuming the MVP winner selection is purely based on the individual Player Statistics, not considering the Team
Performance. Since MVP is the most valuable player, their teams should do well in the regular season. Therefore,
the team record should be included in the MVP selection process significantly in order to demonstrate the MVPs’
values and contribution to their teams. Authors also used the Best Subset algorithm10 to select the most critical input
variables which will impact the MVP selection. The best subset algorithm is taking the Feature Selection concept
which is popularly used to improve model such as Fisher-Markov11 method. The present algorithm is very efficient
and it selects the best subset without exhaustive search.
A feature subset selection algorithm is developed to select the best subset of m features from an n-feature set. In the
Weighted Model, authors would like to subset 3-7 features from an 14-feature set by using the Best-Subset method
shown in Figure 7. The top four statistics categories identified from the Best Subset algorithm are: (1) Field Goal
%, (2) 3-Point %, (3) Rebound, (4) Games Played, and (5) Point per Minute. This ranking list is slightly different
from the previous list ranked based on the Weighted Coefficients.
This Best Subset algorithm can minimize the Multi-Collinearity (shown in Mallows Cp coefficient) among the
linearly dependent factors. For example, the Point per Minute is selected and the Point per Game is not selected
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since both have high dependency if playing minutes are similar to each other. The limitation of the Best Subset
model is which could not quantify the weighted coefficients to be placed in the weighted model. The alternative
choice is to keep these subset items and run the uniform model. Authors decided to keep the previous Weighted
Model for simplicity.

Figure 7. Best Subset of Statistics Categories

3.3. Power Model
To further optimize the prediction accuracy, author has added the "Team Winning" factor. Most historical MVP
winners were from the teams with best or better regular season records. Author has assessed the team winning
factor based on the “Power” model from power= 0 (equivalent to the Weighted Model), Power=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 to
power= infinity (pick MVP from the best Team). In the Power Model, the previous weighted MVP Index will be
multiplied by the power (from power order of 0,1,.., to infinity) of the team winning% as power base. For example,
the power=2 model, the MVP Index= Weighted Index * (team winning%)^2. Power transformation will improve
the model accuracy but which may also create any power over-fit concern when power level is getting higher.
Based on the Power Model shown in Figure 8, team can further improve the Accuracy Index to 60% at Power=1,
67% at Power=2, and 70% at Power=3. The Power model has significantly indicated the importance of team
winning % on the MVP selection process. Though, beyond Power=3, there is little benefit but more over-fit
concern. It should be wisely to choose and stop at Power= 3. It should not put too much weight on the Team
Winning %. Otherwise, as the extreme case (Power= Infinity), the top MVP winners will be purely determined on
the team record. The best player of the best teams in the regular season will always win the MVP awards based on
the ranking of the season team record.

Figure 8. Model Accuracy: compare all models
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3.4. Data Mining Discriminant Model
Data Mining Discriminant analysis12 has been utilized to identify the basketball performance indicators in regular
season and playoff games. Discriminant analysis was used to split the actual winners (true groups) into 5
discriminant clusters based on the Z Scale Statistics. The discriminant analysis like affinity analysis can group the
similar players together based on their statistics purely with equal weight. It’s interesting to apply Data Mining
algorithms on this MVP case study. The Discriminant model accuracy is at 54.5% not better than Power model
shown in Table 1. The Discriminant model is not considering the team record factor. There are still some values in
this Discriminant model since which is still better than the Uniform Model and Weighted Model without considering
the Team factor.
Table 1. Accuracy of Discriminant Analysis.

4 Results and Conclusions
Author has utilized JMP statistics software Z transformation, Descriptive statistics, Power Transformation, Best
Subset, and Data Mining Discriminant analysis to build four different predictive models to predict the NBA MVP
winners. Table 2 has shown the model algorithm and accuracy comparison. Power=3 model has shown the better
prediction capability which has indicated the importance of team performance on the MVP selection process.
Power=3 model will be utilized to predict the 2017 MVP winner in mid-April 2017 when the MVP regular season
will be ended.
Table 2. Comparison of Model Algorithm and Accuracy

Algorithm
Uniform Model
Weighted Model
Power=3 Model
Discriminant Model

Accuracy
47%
52%
69%
55%

If not considering the Team Factor, the Data Mining Discriminant Model has outperformed the Uniform Model and
Weighted Model. The Sports Analytics can help MVP award selection process. The Power=3 model can predict the
past top 5 MVP winners at 70% accuracy. This model can demonstrate the potential to make the MVP selection
process more objective and transparent than current more subjective methodology (voting). This modeling concept
can be also applied to Olympic Event and other Professional Sports such as Football, Baseball, and Soccer.
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The Power model has shown the Team Record should be a dominant factor when deciding which player has truly
contributed to team success. The MVP selection should weight more on Team Performance over Individual
Achievement.
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